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Chapter 141: I Let Your Daughter Eat Three Ice Creams on Purpose 
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Amber’s pupils moved, and her eyes fell on Sean. He was sitting, and the smile at the corners of his 

mouth was somewhat overcast. The atmosphere was originally peaceful, because of his few words, 

became extremely tense. 

A quarrel seemed to be on the verge of breaking out. 

“Lu Yi and I were rushing for finishing a document. A lot of the information was in the public relations 

department. I came out in a hurry and didn’t bring it. Moreover, the work thing and Cindy’s illness are 

two different things.” 

Sean sneered. 

Two different things? 

He didn’t know if they were working on the document, but he saw that she and Lu Yi talked for more 

than half an hour! 

Amber knew that he had never taken care of children, and didn’t tell him that Cindy couldn’t eat ice 

food. 

She didn’t take care of her own child. When her child fell ill, she was here to blame him? 

“Yes! I let your daughter eat three ice creams. You upset me, so I did that on purpose! Are you 

satisfied?” 

Amber’s eyes turned suddenly red. What was there about her that would upset Sean? Lin Man’s watch? 

“Sean, if you have any grievances against me, just take it out on me. Cindy is just a child…” 

“Ah!” 

Sean sneered and interrupted Amber. 

“What do I dare to do to you? You can easily take half my life away either by smashing Manman’s watch 

or complain about me in front my father!” 

Sean’s words were a bit ironic. Amber’s heart trembled, and she bit her lower lip tightly. 

Amber’s lips were pink and tender. As soon as she bit her lip, a tooth mark fell on her lower lip. Her eyes 

were red, and although there were no tears in them, they looked more pitiful than crying. 

Sean became more irritated. 

It was Amber who hooked up with that man and threw her daughter to him to let him take care of. It 

was also her who raised her daughter so fragile. Then she wanted to shift all the blames to him? 

He raised his hand and threw the magazine in his hand on the table. Then he suddenly got up from the 

sofa and strode out of the ward! 



“Mom, dad…” 

When he was about to step out, Cindy’s faint murmur stumbled Sean’s footsteps. 

“Cindy?” 

Amber leaned against the bed and looked at Cindy. 

She lifted her eyelids, and didn’t see Sean. Her eyes were filled with misty tears. 

“Mom, has dad gone to work again?” 

The desire for dad in her eyes was too deep, and Amber almost burst into tears. 

Uncontrollably, Amber glanced at the door of the ward and saw Sean hadn’t left. She was a little 

surprised. Like grabbing a life-saving straw, amber whispered, “No, dad hasn’t left.” 

Cindy pressed the corners of her mouth and smiled weakly, “Mom, I just heard you quarrel with dad.” 

“I was the one who wanted to eat ice cream. I wanted it too much. Don’t blame dad.” 

“Mom, don’t be angry with dad, okay?” 

The sourness in Amber’s heart came out again, and her eyes, hidden in the snowy white thin blanket, 

looked extremely bright. 

She grabbed the blanket and took a glance in the direction of Sean, and said in a voice that only the two 

of them could hear. 

“Mom, don’t let dad go, okay? I don’t want to see dad only once every so long.” 

Amber’s heart seemed to be shackled by a big hand. It was stuffy and painful, making her entire body 

ache uncontrollably. 

Although Cindy was young, she knew that Sean was different from other kids’ dads! 

She could tell it, and feel it. 

Amber always felt that the perfect fairy tale she made up for Cindy would be exposed if she took 

another step forward! 

That precarious feeling made Amber’s hair stand on end and her heart filled with fear. 

“Okay. I’ll talk to dad and not let him go.” 

Cindy’s eyes lit up again. Amber didn’t get up immediately. She reached out and touched her forehead, 

whispering, “You can’t eat so much ice food in the future, okay?” 

With her illness in mind, Amber’s tone was not so harsh. 

Cindy tamely nodded. Then Amber stood up and walked to the door of the ward. 

The position where Sean was standing was backlit, and Amber couldn’t see the expression on his face. 

Instead, his well-knit neck looked somewhat impersonal. 



“Sean, can you stay here tonight and keep Cindy company?” 

Amber didn’t understand why Sean stopped when he reached the door. He was clearly angry just now. 

So when she asked him, she sounded still a little bit worried. 

Sean lit a cigarette. When he heard her words, he puffed out a mouthful of green and white smoke. 

Amber’s vision became even more blurred. 

He sneered, then asked with a cold tone, “Director White, you’re going to keep me overnight?” 

Amber’s body all at once stiffened. 

“Cindy is sick, and doesn’t want be separated from dad. I admit that my previous tone was a bit 

unfriendly. I apologize to you.” Amber blinked and whispered, “She is still young, please stay with her for 

the night, ok?” 

Sean curved the corners of his mouth and ridicule. 

“What if I say no? Are you going to threaten me with Manman’s watch again?” 

“Yes.” Amber nodded and answered without hesitation. 

As soon as she said yes, Sean’s cell phone rang. He didn’t see who was calling, and just hung it up. 

Amber took a half step forward and whispered, “Moreover, in order not to disturb Cindy’s recovery, 

both of our mobile phones must be put on silent mode.” 

The smoke in front of Sean dispersed. His line of sight was cold and sharp, like a snake sticking out its 

tongue. 

Amber thought Sean was going to be angry again. He suddenly bit the cigarette butt and raised his wrist 

to look at the time. 

He changed a watch. Judging from the expression on Sean’s face when he looked at the time, he was 

very uncomfortable with this watch. 

But he suppressed the depression in his heart, turned around and entered the door. When he passed by 

Amber, his shoulder rubbed hers. 

He was strong and vigorous. Amber’s arm was numb for a while after being bumped by him. 

Back in the ward, Sean threw his mobile phone to Amber. Instead of sitting down on the sofa, he took 

off his shoes, crossed his legs and sat on the edge of the bed. 

Cindy could see him as soon as she looked up. 

Cindy closed her eyes and fell asleep after making sure that Sean wouldn’t leave. 

Cindy rarely got sick. This time it was obviously a bit serious. During dinner, her body temperature didn’t 

go down, but went up by two degrees. 

She was a bit more clingy than usual. 



Cindy’s condition was sometimes good and sometimes bad. Sean looked at her and suddenly 

remembered the picture when he bought her ice cream. 

Cindy said that Amber wouldn’t let her eat ice cream. 

Thinking about it at this time, he guessed that Amber was afraid that Cindy would get sick. 

Sean frowned deeper, finding that there was even a trace of guilt remaining in his heart. 

Even when Amber asked him to feed Cindy medicine, he reached out and took the medicine over 

though he was unwilling to do that. 

There was hot water in the cup, and inside the medicine the doctor prescribed for Cindy, there were 

tablets. Sean raised his chin at Cindy, and said in a cold voice, “Get up, you have to take the medicine.” 

 Chapter 142: Dad and Mom Sleep With Me 
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Cindy blinked with her big eyes and got up from the bed. 

She didn’t reach out for the medicine. Instead, she followed Sean’s example and crossed her legs, 

bargaining with Sean. 

“Dad, I’ll be good and take the medicine, but can you promise me a thing.” 

Sean glanced at Amber who was standing behind him like with a smile. 

This kid really had learned Amber’s ways of bargaining thoroughly! 

Although he was dissatisfied in his heart, he did not show it. He looked away and rested his eyes on 

Cindy. The tone of Sean became rarely lazy. 

“What is it?” 

Sean didn’t care about the condition that Sean was going to propose. In his opinion, a child wanted 

nothing more than a toy. 

He was not short of such a little money, so he was very generous in letting Cindy say it. 

“I hope you and mom can sleep with me tonight.” 

Cindy’s eyes lit up, and she blurted out without hesitation. 

With that, Sean and Amber were both frozen in situ. 

Sean stuck out the tip of his tongue and licked the corner of his lips. 

The picture that Cindy and Amber were whispering just now flashed into Sean’s mind. 

In his eyes, a storm was brewing. 

Was this what Amber taught her? 



He mocked her last night for climbing into his bed with her daughter, and she was really going to do that 

at this time. 

Sean’s fingers couldn’t be more stiff. 

A flash of light flashed across his eyes. Placing the medicine in his hand on the table, Sean got off the 

bed and turned into the bathroom. 

“Mom……” 

Cindy glanced at the closed bathroom door and called Amber. 

Amber picked up the pills on the table one by one with a calm face, and handed them Cindy, “See? You 

made a bargain for taking the medicine, so dad is angry.” 

“What should I do?” 

“If you take the medicine nicely, dad will naturally not be angry.” 

Cindy nodded and swallowed the medicine down. 

Amber gave her a few more sips of water. 

She knew that some of the medicine the doctor prescribed for Cindy was bitter. 

After taking the medicine, she pressed her lips and looked at Amber and asked, “Mom, will dad sleep 

with us?” 

No! 

Amber knew that this was the answer even if she thought about it with her toes. 

“Yes, but mom and dad will be busy until late. Can you sleep on your own first?” 

Cindy nodded reluctantly. 

In the bathroom, Sean listened to the conversation between Cindy and Amber. He sneered, extinguished 

the cigarette at his fingertips, opened the door and walked out. 

It was early, and Cindy hadn’t slept yet. Seeing Sean come out, Amber walked up to him and ran her 

hand through the hair beside her ear. Her fair-complexioned face was fully displayed before his eyes. 

It was extraordinarily stunning. 

“Sean, you need to change fresh dressing for the wound on your back….” 

Sean stood still, glanced at her casually, and asked, “Director White, when can I leave tonight?” 

Amber lifted her eyelids and said in a low voice, “Sean, you promised me that you will stay with Cindy 

here tonight.” 

A slight smile appeared on Sean’s lips. But it was cold and sarcastic. 

“How do we sleep?” 



Amber blinked and whispered, “You sleep in the bed with Cindy. Although she’s young, she won’t sprawl 

all over the bed.” 

Sean looked at Amber. Her eyes became especially meaningful. 

It meant that he had to be at their disposal? 

She turned sideways, avoiding Sean’s eyes, and said, “After Cindy falls asleep, I will sleep on the sofa and 

won’t affect you.” 

Sean sneered. He didn’t believe Amber at all. 

He would like to see what Amber was up to! 

Passing by Amber, Sean walked straight to the bed, where Cindy had finished the drip and was lying on 

the bed reading a story book. 

Sean was tall. He sat on the edge of the bed, putting his long legs flat on the bed in a lazy posture. 

After Cindy saw Sean, her eyes lit up. She turned around and waved to Amber, “Mom, mom, come on, 

let’s sleep.” 

Amber glanced at Sean’s face and whispered, “Mom is not sleepy. You and dad sleep first.” 

Cindy was sick and her face was still visibly pale, “Mom, I’m sleepy. I want to hear stories. Come over 

and tell me stories, okay?” 

Amber’s heart softened. She walked forward and sat on the other side of the large bed, took the book 

from Cindy and whispered, “Which one do you want to hear?” 

Cindy lay in the thin blanket, holding Sean’s hand putting flat on the big bed, and grinningly said a story 

name. 

“Lettuce Girl.” 

Amber worried that what Cindy did would anger Sean, so she glanced at him carefully. She was relieved 

to see that his expression remained unchanged. 

However, she just turned the storybook to the page Cindy said. Cindy suddenly patted the position 

beside her and said pitifully, “Mom, you lie here and tell me the story.” 

After thinking about it, Cindy added, “Dad wants to hear it too! If you sit there, dad can’t hear you!” 

Sean, “…” 

Was he insane? How could he want to hear that kind of foolish story! 

If Amber stood by the bed and read him the financial newspaper, he might be interested in it! 

“Mom……” 

Cindy called her sweetly. Amber was still sitting on the edge of the bed and was about to start telling the 

story. Sean suddenly opened his mouth, “Didn’t you hear Cindy ask you to sit over?” 



Amber stopped and looked at Sean in surprise. 

The corner of his mouth curved mockingly. 

Pretending to be innocent before him? Did she think he would be interested in her? 

Seemingly realizing Sean’s mockery, Amber knitted her eyebrows, took off her high heels, and lay down 

beside Cindy. She held the storybook in one hand and read it to Cindy . 

The story was too boring. Sean listened to it for a while and felt that the story didn’t make sense just like 

the recent stupid TV drama. 

He was drowsy, and drowsiness also began to steal upon Amber’s eyelids. But Cindy who took the 

medicine was very energetic. 

Amber closed the storybook, reached out, patted Cindy, and whispered, “It’s getting late. Cindy, time for 

sleep.” 

Cindy got up from the bed. 

“Mom, I’m going to the toilet.” 

When Amber was about to help her with that, Cindy stopped her. 

“I can go by myself. Mom, you and dad sleep first.” 

With that, Cindy got out of bed. Her stomach should still hurt. She walked a little unsteadily and 

tottered. 

As soon as she left, Amber and Sean realized how close they were to each other. 

When Sean turned his head, his warm breath sprayed on her face. 

Amber’s hair stood on end. Then she moved back, distancing herself and Sean. 

Sean was a little irritated. It was Amber who threw herself into his arms. At this time, she was acting like 

she was avoiding him like a scorpion. What was the point of doing this? 

If Cindy’s illness was not related to him, he would have left early. How could he be here and do those 

silly things with them? 
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Amber was sitting. Because they were too close just now, her heart raced a bit. She turned her back to 

him and concealed all her emotions. 

Sean lifted his eyes, only to see her fair earlobes and almost perfect profile. 

The lights in the ward poured down, which made her skin look more smooth and delicate. 

The color of Sean’s eyes became deeper. 



“Director White, you tried all your best to climb onto my bed. Today, you finally got what you wanted 

through your daughter’s hands!” 

After Amber heard it, she glanced back at him. 

Sean’s eyes narrowed slightly, and the smile at the corners of his lips were mocking. 

“It’s not easy!” 

When he spoke, his lips looked thinner. 

Amber licked the corners of her lips, and talked back, “I can succeed. Isn’t it because of the opportunity 

Mr. Smith gave to me?!” 

Sean’s face turned livid. 

He had to stay here because of Manman’s watch. 

Why did it sound differently when Amber said it? 

The opportunity he gave? 

If it weren’t for Manman, Amber wouldn’t even have been able to meet him! 

He sneered and was about to speak when the sound of the toilet flushing came from the bathroom. 

Amber suddenly turned her head and bent down. Her whole body seemed to stick up to his. 

“Sean, I know you’re dissatisfied, but for the sake of Cindy, please put up with it! Otherwise…” 

Amber suddenly stopped before she finished speaking… 

It was as if she suddenly realized that she was going too far? 

Sean was a bit unprepared for Amber’s suddenly enlarged face. Once he heard her words, his eyes 

suddenly turned cold! 

He knew what she was going to say even by thinking with his toes! 

Otherwise, she would smash his watch? ! 

The way Amber threatened him was too skillful, and a heavy haze covered Sean’s heart. 

Marrow! 

Watch! 

Ha ha! 

Amber seemed to be holding the lifeblood of everyone in the Smith family, and everyone had to listen to 

her! 

Including him! 

After Amber finished speaking, Cindy had walked out of the bathroom. 



Cindy was sick, so her face lost a bit of redness of the skin. She looked exceptionally weak. 

Climbing onto the bed, she glanced at Amber and then at Sean with big eyes, “Mom, dad, are you 

whispering?” 

When Cindy spoke, Amber realized how ambiguous their positions were. 

Her whole body was pressed on Sean’s, with her right hand resting on his hard chest. Her hair was 

scattered on the side of his pillow, like they were embroiling with each other. 

She pushed her hair aside, and said uncomfortably, “No, it’s late. Cindy, you should go to bed.” 

Saying that, Amber reached out to picked Cindy up. Cindy dodged flexibly and said, “Mom, I want to 

sleep by the side.” 

Amber was taken aback. Cindy suddenly stretched out her arms to circle Amber’s neck. In her big eyes, 

there was a cunning look. 

“Mom, I sleep by the side and can still see dad at night.” 

Her voice was very small. If they weren’t close, Amber might not be able to hear her. 

“In this case, dad will not leave quietly while Cindy is asleep.” 

Amber trembled. 

Ever since Cindy was in school, she started asking her where her father was. At that time, Amber was 

pestered by her and told her that Sean was too busy and would come back when she was asleep and 

leave before she woke up. 

When she lied, Amber didn’t think it was not okay. She thought that Cindy was young and would never 

remember… 

Amber’s eyes were sore, and the smile on her face was frozen. 

Cindy shocked Amber too much when she was sick. She suffered a great deal of heartache. 

Cindy didn’t notice it. Her eyes bent into small crescents. She stretched out her fleshy little hand and 

touched the corner Amber’s mouth. 

“Can I, mom?” 

Cindy didn’t whisper these two words. Hearing that, Sean put on a curious look. 

He was about to ridicule Amber, but suddenly remembered what Amber threatened him. He opened his 

mouth, but said nothing. 

Amber reached out her hand and touched her heart. Her voice was trembling imperceptibly. 

“Yes.” 

Sean’s lips were pressed tightly. He didn’t hear what the two said. He only felt that Amber and Cindy 

were not up to something good. 



Cindy sat down on the bed and pouted in Amber’s direction, “Mom, goodnight kiss.” 

Amber leaned down to kiss Cindy on the face. 

She came out of the thin blanket and glanced in Sean’s direction triumphantly. 

Sean was staring at them firmly, trying to hear what they were talking about. Seeing Cindy glance at him, 

he subconsciously looked away. 

In the next second, the warm soft touch spread over from the right side of his face. Sean stiffened and 

turned his head reflexively. Then he looked into Cindy’s beautiful eyes. 

“Dad, goodnight kiss!” 

Sean stiffened. There was a bit of coldness in his narrowed eyes. 

Amber was really good at teaching children. 

Did Cindy kiss all kinds of people? 

She had no safety awareness at all! 

Didn’t Amber care about her daughter the most? Wasn’t she afraid that Cindy would be taken 

advantage of in the future? 

He snorted in his heart, and looked overcast. 

Sean guessed that something must have been wrong with him. He actually began to care about the way 

Amber educated her daughter. 

Amber stirred up so many troubles in the past two days, which had made him have a headache! 

Seeing that Sean’s face was overcast, Cindy blinked and reached out to pull Amber’s clothes, “Mom, 

look, you only gave Cindy a goodnight kiss. Dad didn’t get one. He is angry!” 

Amber and Sean both froze. 

Sean was stiff, as if his body was a stone. 

His thin lips were tightly pressed. His falcon-like eyes fell on Cindy. 

How did Cindy tell that he wanted a goodnight kiss from Amber? 

Did he look like he lusted for women? 

Thinking about it, Sean couldn’t help moving his eyes to Amber’s lips. 

They were pink, and delicate, like a budding rose with a touch of softness. 

His eyes became deep in an instant. 

Amber was also a little embarrassed. She stretched out her hand to grab Cindy’s small body and 

snapped in a low voice, “Nonsense, Dad is angry because you don’t sleep, though you are sick!” 

Cindy tucked in the thin soft blanket, blinked and looked at Sean over Amber. 



“But mom, didn’t you say that we have to treat everyone equally?” 

“Dad, you want a goodnight kiss too, don’t you?” 

Sean snorted coldly, and his eyes fell on Amber’s lips involuntarily. 

“Who cares?!” 

Chapter 144: Dream 
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Sean’s line of sight stuck to Amber’s skin. Each inch of it seemed to freeze. The coldness went straight to 

Amber’s heart. 

He suddenly turned over and turned his back to Amber and Cindy. 

“See, dad is just angry that you didn’t give him a goodnight kiss!” 

Amber, “…” 

She clasped Cindy’s small body tightly, pulled the blanket to cover her, and whispered, “Alright, sleep!” 

Cindy smiled, closed her eyes nicely, and said, “Mom, being angry too often is not good for your health. 

Don’t forget to give dad a goodnight kiss!” 

She was convinced of Amber’s words that mom and dad loved each other very much, and right now 

stubbornly believed that Sean was just waiting for Amber’s goodnight kiss. 

Amber could only nod haphazardly and reached out to turn off the light. 

The surrounding light suddenly became extraordinarily dim. As the visual effect weakened, people’s 

senses became extraordinarily keen. 

Sean licked his lips. They lay on the same bed. Amber was at the place that was less than five 

centimeters behind his back. 

The tip of his nose lingered with a delicate and shallow fragrance that he couldn’t ignore even if he 

wanted to. 

Sean moved his body, and his heart was once again covered with an overcast haze. He only felt that he 

was full of Amber’s smell, lingering. 

The position on his side sank, and Sean was instinctively on guard. 

In front of Cindy, Amber was a very good person. She acted up to her promise and set herself an 

example to Cindy. So it was hard to guarantee that Amber would not take advantage of the opportunity 

to take advantage of him! 

However, Amber just moved, and adjusted to a comfortable position. She patted Cindy softly again and 

again, humming an unnamed nursery rhyme, and coaxed Cindy to sleep. 



Sean pressed his lips. There was wound on him and he was busy for a whole day. After dealing with 

Cindy’s school thing, he went back to the company to handle the documents. 

Finally, when he got time to rest, he accompanied Cindy to Happy Valley, and then came to the hospital. 

Sean had long been tired. The beat Amber patted Cindy was gentle and long. Then drowsiness began to 

steal upon his eyelids. 

The sound of the child’s breathing in his ears was long and light. It sounded like she was asleep. There 

was movement behind him, as if she was worried about waking the child. So she patted her lightly. 

The smell in his nose was clearer, and Sean was stiff. 

“Mom……” 

Cindy murmured in a low voice. Amber who was going to get out of the bed stopped. Sean’s sight was 

engulfed in the dark night. 

There were sparse lights flowing in from outside. It was not bright in the room, but it was enough for 

Sean to see Amber’s movements clearly. 

She was trying to get out of bed. 

Sean stroked his chin. His eye were dark. He suddenly remembered what Amber had just said, when 

Cindy fell asleep, she would sleep on the couch! 

He raised his eyebrows, and he was thinking about Amber’s goodnight kiss, fearing that she would really 

kiss him, and also fearing that she would not. If he stopped her, Amber would taunt him that he was 

flattering himself. 

Sean’s mood was getting worse. With something on his mind, he slowly fell asleep. 

Mostly because he resisted Amber too much. After he fell asleep, he found that he was leaning against a 

woman in a daze, as if him was in an ocean. 

The woman’s body was incredibly soft. Sean pulled off the woman’s clothes, and saw the woman’s face 

clearly. 

Amber ? ! 

Sean opened his eyes abruptly in a panic. The fragrance of the woman still remained on his fingertips. 

He shrank his fingers subconsciously, feeling something wrong. Then he glanced at the position of his 

hand. 

The sporadic lights that seeped through the window were enough for Sean to see clearly where his big 

hand was placed. 

He narrowed his eyes and immediately took back his hand that was touching Amber’s thigh. 

Sean’s action was too fast. The strap was entangled with Amber’s dress’s hemline. The next second, the 

ringing sound of the dress tearing, was especially obvious in the ward. 



Sean’s hand froze. 

He closed his eyes, realizing that Amber was not waking up, then he stretched out his hand and rubbed 

his eyebrows. 

The corners of his mouth moved, as if a big hole had been dug in his heart. All kinds of absurdities and 

weirdness emerged endlessly. 

Sean gasped heavily. Thinking of that the object of his sex dream was Amber, he was still upset! 

It seemed that he was too short of women! 

Otherwise, he would not have intimate behavior with Amber in his dream! 

It was not so uncomfortable in his heart. Sean looked back at Amber who was asleep, and the lying 

position pushed her dress up. 

Because of what he did just now, the dress was once again torn and completely unable to cover Amber’s 

beautiful legs. 

The pair of fair-complexioned slender legs overlapped each other. Her skin was like snow, which was 

especially eye-catching in the dim environment. 

Sean’s throat was dry. He snorted coldly and was about to look away. But he stopped when he saw the 

scar on Amber’s stomach. 

A scar ruined the beauty of her flat lower abdomen, which was extremely hideous. 

Ugh! 

Sean sneered. Amber was really his good wife! 

Without letting him spend a little effort, he became a father! 

Amber was really considerate of him! 

He licked the corner of his lips. His vision seemed to be masked with a veil. His emotions couldn’t really 

be seen, and were tainted by the darkness of the night. 

He glanced at Amber and saw her lying on her side, sleeping soundly. 

Sean snorted coldly. Didn’t she say that she would sleep on the sofa? 

Seeing him fall asleep, she pretended to be dumb. In order to climb onto his bed, Amber would do 

everything! 

When she was awake, she made the promise! 

It was only because she held his weakness in his hand that she dared to be so arrogant! 

In a bad mood, Sean looked away and lifted the thin blanket to get out of the bed. He held the cigarette 

case and lighter and walked out of the ward. 

The hallway was dimly lit, but much better than the ward with the lights off. 



Sean sat down on the green plastic bench and lit himself a cigarette. 

After a mouthful of smoke was puffed off, his depressed mood was somewhat relieved. He suddenly 

heard his name. 

“Hey, I heard that Sean brought his wife and daughter to the hospital today. Really?” 

Sean’s body froze. He sat next to the nurse’s station. The nurses on duty could not see him, but the 

content of their conversation fell into his ears verbatim. 

“Yes, their daughter has a fever, and she’s in the next ward. I’m telling you, they love each other so 

much. When they brought the child here, Sean’s face turned pale in fear!” 

“Come on, you think I don’t read the newspaper! Obviously, Amber threw herself into Sean’s arms. Sean 

is so famous. No women in Tong City doesn’t want to be his wife. It’s just that Amber married him by 

playing some kind of tricks!” 

“Furthermore, when Amber married Sean, she was pregnant. Who knows if her child is Sean’s! Maybe 

her child is just a burden of Sean!” 

Chapter 145: Mr. Smith, Aren’t You Going to Explain What’s Going on 
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“What burden? Miss Smith and Mr. Smith look alike. Especially their eyes, they looked the same. If you 

don’t believe, you can ask Qiqi about it!” 

“Yes, they really look alike. At first glance, I know that girl is his biological daughter. if Sean really hates 

his wife, he doesn’t need to humble himself and stay here!” 

“Mr. Smith really spoils his wife. When I passed by their ward last night, I saw him feeding medicine to 

Miss Smith!” 

“What wrote on the newspaper was either he and his wife pretend to love each other or those female 

stars deliberately created gossip about Mr. Smith to be famous!” 

“Exactly!” 

Sean’s fingertips that were holding the cigarette stiffened. 

His first reaction was that the nurses were talking nonsense. 

When Cindy was sent to the hospital, his wound was dehiscent. Wasn’t it normal for him to look pale? 

What did they say? 

He looked pale because he was scared by Cindy’s illness? 

Ha ha…… 

Besides, Cindy looked a lot like him? 

He frowned and suddenly remembered the paternity test that Lu Xiangxiang delivered to his company. 



Gu Jinyan and Lu Xiangxiang had a good relationship. He gave Sean’s underwear to Lu Xiangxiang and let 

her do the paternity test. 

But…… 

The process of the paternity test was complicated, and it would take almost ten days to complete it! 

The paternity test that Lu Xiangxiang did for him was obviously completed in an underground 

organization! 

It was not even standard! 

Furthermore, Lu Xiangxiang and Amber had such a deep friendship. Who knew if she deliberately spent 

some money to forge a proof in order to help Amber secure Mrs. Smith’s position. 

After one cigarette burned, Sean lit the second one. The smoke leaked from his mouth, and his 

eyebrows knitted deeper and deeper. 

The little nurses hadn’t finished chatting, and one of them kept saying how much Cindy resembled him. 

Saying that Cindy was so young and had his character on her, that she could grit her teeth and hold on 

even when her stomach was uncomfortable, and that she was so good-natured that she wasn’t like a 

three-year-old child! 

Sean licked the corners of his lips. It was probably because the nurse described it vividly, Cindy’s face 

suddenly appeared in his mind. 

He and Cindy looked at each other quite a few times, and many times he felt that Cindy’s eyes looked 

familiar. 

Thinking about it, her eyes were indeed somewhat similar to his. Cindy was still young, and she was a 

beautiful girl. 

Therefore, many people would only marvel at Cindy’s beauty and cuteness at a glance. No one would 

pay attention to whose eyes her eyes looked like. 

The summer air was a bit stuffy. Even if there was enough air-conditioning on the SVIP floor, Sean didn’t 

feel the air was fresh. 

He suddenly remembered three years ago, when Amber had just married into the Smith family. 

Sean only loved Lin Man and couldn’t accept Amber at all, but Amber insisted Cindy was his child. 

At that time, the Smith family intended to let Cindy and Sean do the paternity test! 

It was just that the formal paternity test process adopted the real name system. If it was done, it would 

be exposed by the media immediately. 

If Cindy was not his child, there would be a turbulence in the Smith Group. 

Furthermore, doing a paternity test itself was not a glorious thing, as if publicly admitting that Sean 

married a woman with a dissolute private life. 



For the Smith Group, Tomas and Sean’s mother didn’t agree, so Sean didn’t do the test. 

Three years later, when Cindy’s appearance was talked about again. Sean curled his lip. 

Even after thinking back countless times, he still didn’t remember that he slept with Amber! 

Amber’s face and figure were the most amazing among the women he had ever seen. If he really had 

sex with Amber, he would definitely remember it! 

Sean narrowed his eyes. There was no way that Cindy could be his daughter. 

Why should he care about the report of the paternity test that Lu Xiangxiang faked. 

The world was full of wonders. There were plenty of people who looked like each other! 

The idea that people who looked alike were father and daughter was absurd! 

The depression in Sean’s heart dissipated a bit. He stood up straight. His contour profile was stretched 

by the light, which made him more elegant and handsome. 

Some of smoke smell dissipated. Sean stood straight up and entered the ward again. 

Sean reached out and turned on the wall lamp in the outer room. The dim light was not dazzling. He 

took two steps inside, and his eyes stopped on the table at the door. 

There were a pair of scissors and several collection bags. 

These things were common in the hospital. They were probably brought here by the nurse who gave 

Cindy infusion and she forgot to take them away. 

His eyebrows moved. He rubbed his fingers against his trousers for a moment, and then reached for the 

scissors and walked into the bedroom. 

Cindy slept on the edge of the bed. Through the light seeping from outside, he saw that her eyes were 

closed and the corners of her lips slightly curved. 

Sean’s eyes fell on Cindy’s. Although she was young, the outline of her eyes was clear. 

With such a careful observation, Cindy did look a little like him, especially her eyes. 

Sean’s hand that was holding the scissors froze. She carefully cut off a few strands of Cindy’s hair. 

He was worried about waking up Amber and Cindy. Sean’s movements were very light, and he was 

extremely cautious even when he straightened up. 

Suddenly, Cindy opened her eyes. Sean froze and looked into her eyes. 

“Mom……” 

The tall black figure in front of her was too scary. She suddenly burst into a rage of tears. Sean stood 

straight abruptly and stuffed the collection bag into his pocket. 

The next second, the lights in the room were turned on, and the lights were dazzling. Sean stretched out 

his hand and covered his eyes. 



The scissors in his hand fell into Amber’s sight. 

Amber reached out and hugged Cindy. Cindy was probably shocked, cried loudly and looked very pale. 

The sleepiness in Amber’s eyes disappeared. She pulled her daughter into her arms, patted and soothed 

her, and stared at the scissors in Sean’s hand vigilantly. 

“Mr. Smith, aren’t you going to explain what’s going on? What are you doing standing by Cindy’s pillow 

with a pair of scissors in your hand in the midnight?” 

Sean’s eyebrows moved, and the hand holding the scissors became extremely stiff. 

He was not happy with Amber’s questioning tone, and coldly placed the scissors on the table. His tone 

was not that good, “It’s none of your business.” 

“None of my business? What you did has scared my daughter! She is young and not very courageous. 

Even an adult who wakes up in the middle of the night will be scared by you, let alone her!” 

“I said, if you have a problem with me, take it out on me. Why did you have to scare Cindy like this?” 

Sean gasped heavily. He was the president of the Smith Group. How could he scare a three-year-old 

child? 

Didn’t Amber claim herself to be smart? Didn’t she think what she said didn’t make sense at all? 

Chapter 146: Do You Know Any Reliable Paternity Testing Agencies 
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Sean touched the pocket of his trousers. His fingertips moved, and his eyes suddenly darkened. 

He looked at Cindy, who was shrinking in Amber’s arms and crying, and felt guilty. 

Cindy was indeed still young. She was sick because of eating too much ice cream. It was understandable 

to be frightened when something like this happened. 

It never occurred to Sean that Cindy would wake up in the middle of the night, and by such a 

coincidence, she saw him cutting her hair. 

He took a deep breath. 

However, before leaving the ward, neither Amber nor Cindy woke up even thought he made such big 

movements. 

However, when he moved lightly. Both of them were woke up. 

Sean’s face was overcast. He stared at Amber with an cold and stern look. He curved the corners of his 

mouth, and his tone was mocking. 

“How do I know that you are courageous, but your daughter is as timid as a mouse?” 

“Well, with my father backing you up, you intend to blame me for everything?” 

In Amber’s eyes, an incredulous look flashed across. 



Sean had been staring at Amber and naturally did not miss the emotions in her eyes. Upon seeing this, 

he became more irritated, and he couldn’t help but sneer. 

“Well? You thought I was going to use scissors to hurt your daughter? Director White, don’t worry about 

it. I have a happy life now, and it’s not worthwhile to go to jail because of you!” 

Amber’s eyes were red, and her arms that were around Cindy shook. 

Her heart seemed to be torn apart, and what flashed in her mind was the words Sean said at night. 

“Yes! I let your daughter eat three ice creams. You upset me, so I did that on purpose! Are you 

satisfied?” 

So, he took the scissors in the middle of the night, not to hurt Cindy, but simply wanted to scare her 

because the fact that Cindy was her daughter upset him? 

Amber’s body was shaking more severely. In a fit of anger, Amber reached out and grabbed a pillow and 

threw it at Sean! 

In front of Sean , Amber was always a pushover. Being hit in the face by the fluffy pillow, although it 

didn’t hurt, Sean was a little embarrassed. 

The snow-white pillow fell at his feet, Sean’s expression was even colder than before. 

The icy temperature emitted from him gathered into a dense anger that surrounded him. 

Amber turned a blind eye to it and got out of the bed barefoot, standing in front of Cindy’s bed, and 

pointing to the door, “Get out! You are not welcome here!” 

Sean was so angry that he even laughed. 

Director White was really arrogant. Last night, she begged and forced him to stay with intimidation. At 

this moment, she said he was not welcome here? 

What a hypocritical woman! 

“Alright, alright! You really think I like to stay here with you two overnight?!” 

Sean threw the scissors on the ground. In order to vent his anger, he threw them hard. The scissors 

bounced twice and hit his trousers, leaving a trace on the trousers that didn’t have a single wrinkle! 

He suddenly turned around, restrained his mood, and slammed the door of the ward when he went out. 

“Bang”, he made a loud sound. 

Out of the ward, Sean’s mood was even more overcast, and there seemed to be an fire in his heart that 

had nowhere to vent. 

He licked his lips and reached out to fumble the cigarette in his pocket. 

He fumbled a collection bag from inside, which contained the hair he carefully cut off. 

The blue veins on Sean’s forehead jumped. His face turned dark, and he threw the collection bag into 

the trash can in the corridor without hesitation. 



Damn it! He actually suspected that Cindy was related to him by blood? 

In his entire life, he would only have children with Manman and only have something to do with 

Manman! 

Amber was nothing! 

Sean was even more upset. The air in the corridor was not good. Even in the SVIP ward, it was still a 

hospital. Although it was not obvious, the faint smell of disinfectant still made Sean feel uncomfortable! 

Amber let him go, he should be happy. He didn’t need to stay in such a horrible place with someone he 

detested! 

After a few steps, as long as he turned a corner, he could go downstairs. 

Sean stopped, and suddenly remembered the scene that Cindy fed the cake to the lost boy. 

Standing at the top of the stairs for a while, Sean pressed the corners of his lips. 

He was sure that Amber had nothing to do with him, but that little brat, Cindy, wasn’t that annoying to 

him. 

Although he knew that Cindy was not his child, but in order to prevent Amber from blaming him for that 

again, he still wanted to know the result! 

After the result of the paternity test came out and proved that Cindy was not related to him, he could 

throw the result to Amber’s face and shut her mouth up completely! 

Sean licked his lips, which were very charming in the dimly lit staircase! 

That was right! 

He didn’t suspect that Cindy was his daughter. He just wanted to prevent Amber from bothering him 

once and for all! 

Sean thought, turning back to the door of the ward. The trash can should have just been cleaned not 

long ago. There was only the collection bag containing Cindy’s hair in it. 

After hesitating for a while, Sean overcame his fear of getting dirty, reached out and picked the 

collection bag out of the trash can. 

After asking the nurse for two wet wipes, Sean wiped the bag and his hands several times before holding 

it again. 

He fumbled the phone from his pocket. 

It was two o’clock in the morning, and more than 20 missed calls were displayed on Sean’s phone 

screen. 

With things on his mind, Sean directly ignored them. After hesitating for a while, he found Gu Jinyan’s 

mobile phone number and dialed it! 

When it was about to hang up automatically, the other side picked it up and scolded. 



“Sean, don’t you watch the time when you call?” 

Hearing this, Sean glanced at the time again, and said, “It’s only two o’clock. Jinyan, don’t you insist on 

going to bed after dawn?” 

Gu Jinyan, “…” 

He didn’t have the habit of turning off his cell phone when he went to bed, so he could only endure it 

even if he was disturbed by Sean. 

Gu Jinyan’s sleepiness was driven away by Sean. He felt aggrieved, “Seriously? You don’t sleep in the 

middle of the night but call me? What do you want?” 

“Aren’t you madly in love with your wife lately? Why do you have time to call me?” 

Gu Jinyan emphasized the words, your wife. His impatient tone also turned to be teasing. 

Sean’s expression stiffened, and he gave a cold snort. 

“Cut the crap, I’m calling you for something serious.” Sean pressed his lips and asked in a low voice, “Do 

you know any reliable paternity testing agencies?” 

Sean remembered that Gu Jinyan and Lu Xiangxiang had a good relationship. 

Since Lu Xiangxiang knew where to go for a paternity test, Gu Jinyan must also know, right? 

As soon as he finished speaking, Gu Jinyan subconsciously asked in reply, “Why are you asking this? You 

have an illegitimate child after fooling around?” 
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Sean was chocked, “Don’t talk nonsense! I have a partner. He wants to do a paternity test with his 

daughter.” 

“That person’s identity is not bad. If his daughter is really not his. it’s disgraceful to be known by 

others!” 

Gu Jinyan sneered. Sean now thought that he Gu Jinyan was born yesterday and can be cheated easily, 

right?! 

“What partner? Sean, it is you, right?” 

Sean frowned. Gu Jinyan then said, “I grew up with you together. Don’t I know you? You are arrogant. 

You won’t explain anything. It is strange that you can explain today. I think you are trying to cover up! “ 

Sean was angry. Gu Jinyan’s criticism made him embarrassed. He licked the corner of his lip and said, 

“why should I do paternity testing with Cindy? I never had sex with Amber! You are stupid, aren’t you?” 

“Oh, Mr. Smith, did I mention my sister-in-law’s name? Are you guilty?” 



Sean’s face was dark and gloomy. He didn’t think Gu Jinyan was eloquent. He just woke up so that he 

was more smarter? 

“If you don’t know, just tell me. Stop talking nonsense!” 

Sean sneered and hung up. 

He didn’t believe it. If Gu Jinyan didn’t say it, he couldn’t find a place to do paternity test! 

The phone screen in his hand lit up. Sean took a look and answered. 

“What else?” 

“Sean, you can’t hang up before I finish. Even if you’re angry, you can’t.” 

Gu Jinyan’s words were full of teasing and laughing, and Sean’s face turned black again. 

He didn’t want to chat with Gu Jinyan. Subconsciously, he planed to hang up, and was stopped by Gu 

Jinyan. 

“Wait, wait, wait!” Gu Jinyan said with a smile, “I just laugh. Don’t be angry! I really know several 

paternity testing institutions which can protect customers’ privacy. I will send you the address! “ 

Sean: “…Well.” 

After Gu Jinyan finished, Sean’s bad mood was better. 

“Don’t forget to inform me when the result come out. If Cindy is really your daughter, I will definitely 

give my nephew a big red envelope at that time!” 

“Ha ha ha ha!” 

Gu Jinyan was still laughing, and Sean has hung up the phone without expression. 

He was upset by Gu Jinyan’s teasing, and Sean’s face was not good. 

He still had injuries. Besides, he had to work during the day. Sean didn’t want to waste his time angry 

with Amber. 

When the phone screen returned to the call log page, Sean finally saw more than 20 missed calls. 

They all from the old house! 

The wound on his back seemed to be painful, and Sean looked down. He suddenly remembered that he 

was going back to the old house tonight. 

Sean remembered the angry face of Tomas. 

Sean cursed! 

Damn it! 

For the sake of Cindy, he forgot his own business! 

So what should he do now? 



He has just been driven out of the ward by the old man’s good daughter-in-law. Then he went in and 

asked Amber to carry Cindy back to the old house? 

Amber may not agree. The most important was that if he did so, he felt extreme embarrassed. 

Sean stared at the mobile phone number of Tomas for a moment, moved his fingertip up, looked at Gu 

Jinyan’s phone number again and called him. 

Gu Jinyan was about to fall asleep. The phone rang again. He picked up the mobile phone to have a look. 

He said impatiently. 

“What happened?” 

Sean’s voice seemed to be very cold, and his words were also indifferent. “come out for a drink. I am 

waiting for you at Ye Se!” 

With that, there was a busy tone on the phone. 

Gu Jinyan,”…” 

The hospital was not too far away from Ye Se. Sean drove and waited for the traffic lights at the 

intersection downstairs of the hospital. After lighting a cigarette, Sean saw an acquaintance. 

As he passed the intersection, the speed slowed down. Sean recognized the car that was driving in the 

opposite direction. It was Lu Yi’s! 

Sean stepped on the brake and saw Lu Yi’s gentle face through the window. 

Sean reached out his tongue to the corner of his lips, and his eyes were cool. 

In the middle of the night, Lu Yi’s car has already stopped the downstairs of the hospital. Sean knew that 

Lu Yi was looking for Amber without thinking. 

Sean was upset. He thought that Amber was really in love with her daughter and would drive him out of 

the ward. Now, it seemed that she was worried he would destroy their date! 

Amber can really pretend in front of him! 

The horns behind his car were shrill, and Sean resisted his desire to go back to the hospital. He stepped 

on the accelerator and drove to Ye Se. 

As soon as Sean ordered some wine, the box door was pushed open. Gu Jinyan walked in, sat down 

opposite to Sean, lit a cigarette and asked: 

“Sean, are you crazy? You don’t sleep in the middle of the night but come to drink? “ 

Sean’s face did not change. He took the red wine bottle, poured himself a glass of wine and drank it. 

This kind of drinking way made Gu Jinyan frown.. 

He was stimulated!? 

Gu Jinyan exhaled smoke and glanced at the wine in Sean’s hand, and was surprised. 



Romani canti was nearly one million dollars. Sean drank more than 100000 just now! 

Gu Jinyan narrowed his beautiful peach blossom eyes and said in a low voice: “you should not erase 

your worries with wine! Yesterday, you got all kinds of headlines. It’s the time for you to be proud. 

What’s the matter now? “ 

Sean ignored Gu Jinyan. 

He was thinking about Lu Yi. 

Sean took a look at the watch. It was nearly three o’clock in the morning. Lu Yi must have purpose to go 

to the hospital to see Amber now. 

It was dark outside. What did Amber and Lu Yi did in the hospital? 

In the afternoon, Amber didn’t even accompany her daughter. She chatted with Lu Yi in the car for half 

an hour! 

The relationship between Amber and his good cousin was really good, they just like the conjoined 

babies! 

And then Cindy, the little bad child was with him last time. She called Lu Yi Dad Lu happily! 

Maybe as soon as Lu Yi went, Cindy would call her Dad Lu to bed! 

The more Sean thought, the more uncomfortable he was. He felt he was cuckolded. Ye Se lights on his 

head confused all the emotions on his face. 

But that pretty face looked inexplicably dark. 

Gu Jinyan thought it was boring. He took the wine and poured himself a glass of wine. he said with a 

smile: “it is boring for we two big men to drink alone. There is a beauty over there who has been staring 

at you for a long time. Would you like to go and have a drink with her?” 
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    The boxes in the Ye Se were quite special. The boxes were facing the hall, which were enough for the 

VIP inside to enjoy the performance outside.   

    Gu Jinyan did not close the door when he came in. The two people were outstanding in appearance, 

and naturally many people looked at them.   

    If Gu Jinyan said that unusually, Sean either scolded him or made jokes with him.   

    However, Sean just rolled his eyes at him, pressed his lips and said, “if you like, you could go!”   

    With that, Sean took out his mobile phone, clicked on the screen and called Xu Lin.   

    “Get me the information of the marketing department. I’ll use it!”   



    Xu Lin,”…”   

    He was still sleepy. When he heard Sean’s words, he was in a daze and unconsciously asked a silly 

question: “now?”   

    “Now!” Sean’s eyes became sharp”five minutes for you!”   

    Xu Lin suddenly sobered up. If all the information of the marketing department needed to be 

transferred out, not to mention five minutes, Xu Lin estimated that he could not finish this task in five 

years!   

    But as soon as Xu Lin listened to Sean’s tone, he knew that Sean’s mind was not in the information of 

the marketing department.   

    He must be mad at Director White.   

    Unable to sleep, Xu Lin got up and passed the information to Sean’s mobile phone in less than five 

minutes.   

    Sitting in the bar under the lights, Sean did nothing but took out his mobile phone to work!   

    Gu Jinyan only thinks it was ridiculous. If Sean was not stimulated, he didn’t believe it!   

    He shook the red wine glass in his hand, and rolled his peach blossom eyes. He had a good 

relationship with Sean. He has been to Smith Group several times. If he remembered correctly, the 

director of marketing department was Amber, right?   

    Gu Jinyan took a look at Sean’s face and felt that he was close to the truth!   

    Sean didn’t know what Gu Jinyan was thinking. He held the mobile phone and frowned. He was 

obviously serious.   

    Since Amber manage the marketing department, there has been no big trouble. Sean has read 

through all the details and frowned tightly.   

    After about three or five minutes, Sean found out the phone book and called Amber.   

    When the phone was about to hang up automatically, Amber answered the phone slowly.   

    Sean snorted coldly and satirize, “director White is too busy enough to answer the phone until such a 

long time!”   

    They just had a quarrel, and Amber was still angry. She said coldly, “Mr. Smith, if you call to satirize 

me, I’m sorry I have no time to listen to you. I have to take care of my sick daughter!”   

    Taking care of your daughter?   

    Sean sneered. She took care of Lu Yi, that intimate lover!   

    “I just took a look at the information of the marketing department. There is something wrong with the 

opening ceremony of Yanchi mansion. Now you should hand in a complete report to me!”   



    Amber controlled her anger. Even she paid little attention to the Yanchi mason’s funding. When did 

Sean begin to take charge of such a small matter?   

    It was just a provocation!   

    She licked the corner of her lip and said, “OK, Mr. Smith, please wait a few minutes. Cindy’s condition 

is not good. After taking her temperature, I’ll get you a complete report!”   

    Amber said the last few words particularly heavily. After finishing, she hung up without waiting for 

Sean’s response!   

    Sean’s face was darker!   

    He didn’t know what happened recently. When he talked to Amber, he always had a sense of identity 

exchange between them.   

    It seemed that Amber was the president of Smith company!   

    Sean was so angry with Amber that he wanted to smash his mobile phone.   

    He looked down and stopped his hand.   

    He didn’t seem to hear Lu Yi’s voice on the phone just now. Lu Yi didn’t go?   

    Sean licked his lips. Lu Yi just went to visit Cindy and saw that Cindy didn’t have a big problem and 

left?   

    Gu Jinyan was fluttered when he saw Sean’s behaviors. Sean didn’t act after chatting with Amber. 

Instead, he was in a daze at his mobile phone. Gu Jinyan couldn’t help but laugh,   

    Sean looked at Gu Jinyan unpleasantly. Gu Jinyan joked subconsciously:   

    “When do you manage such a small estate as Yanchi mansion? Sean, the boss of Smith group, have 

been working hard! ”   

    Sean lifted his eyelids and glanced at Gu Jinyan.   

    Amber controlled the marketing department very well. She was meticulous and devoted to her work. 

Even if Sean tried to find fault, he found nothing!   

    Yan Chi mansion was just about to start these days. Amber didn’t take charge of it!   

    After being teased by Gu Jinyan, Sean was embarrassed and said angrily, “you, the president of Gu 

group, are very leisurely. You have the time to concern Smith group’s affairs!”   

    Gu Jinyan blinked his peach blossom eyes and saw Sean call Amber again!   

    Although Ye Se was a bar, the sound insulation in the box was good. He also heard the conversation 

between Sean and Amber.   

    Amber has already said that after a few minutes, she would give Sean the report. Sean called Amber 

urgently. It was not like dealing with the matter of the work but like catching traitors!   

    After drinking the red wine, Gu Jinyan kept silent and continued to watch the play.   



    It was not a long time before Amber answered the phone.   

    There was no sound on the phone. Sean glanced at the screen of his mobile phone, which showed 

that the phone was in call status. He frowned and said, “the opening ceremony report of Yanchi 

mansion…”   

    “Sean, I’m helping director White do it, but you know the process. No one can do it in three or five 

minutes. Could you please wait for half an hour and I’ll send it to you soon.”   

    Sean held the phone tightly at once.   

    From Gu Jinyan’s angle, he can even see Sean’s white bone which showed his anger!   

    Sean’s face sank slowly.   

    He took a sip of the wine. His lips were dyed with magnificent colors, and his voice was covered with a 

light magnetism because of alcohol.   

    “The relationship between director Lu and director White is really close enough. You stay together so 

late. You can even make decisions for director White and answer her phone!”   

    There was a silence on the phone. After a long time, Lu Yi began to say slowly: “Sean, Cindy has a 

fever again. Amber is too busy to answer the call! Don’t misunderstand.”   

    “I have a report to make. I’ll hang up first!”   

    The phone hung up and Sean’s face darkened.   

    They were really his good staffs who were good at hanging up his phone.   

    Sean took a deep breath. His eyes were deep due to the alcohol. He was furious.   

    As if he didn’t believe, Sean called again.   

    Until the phone was hung up automatically, the calmness on Sean’s face disappeared. He was in a 

rage!   

    How dare Amber not answer his phone?!   

    Good, good!   

    Director White was really capable! 
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Sean stood up and Gu Jinyan was shocked by his sudden action. 

Seeing that he was going to leave, Gu Jinyan stopped him: “where are you going?” 

“I’ll go to the hospital!” 



He pushed Gu Jinyan, and almost can’t control his anger. 

When Gu Jinyan heard that, he was a little angry with Sean. He swore and said, “Sean, are you kidding 

me? You called me when I was sleeping and now you’re leaving? “ 

Sean licked the corner of his lips and said, “Be yourself! Drink more and I treat!” 

“I’m short of money?” Gu Jinyan sneered. He looked up and down at Sean and asked in a low voice, 

“Why? Are you jealous because Amber and Lu Yi stay together now?” 

The expression on Sean’s face has changed. It was the first time for Gu Jinyan to see his straightforward 

emotion as if Sean was afraid people knew he was mad at Amber! 

“Gu Jinyan, if you are drank, I would ask Xu Lin to pick you up!” 

Gu Jinyan snorted coldly and said with a smile: “Stubborn! Since you entered, you keep calling sister-in-

law! Sean, it’s not right to use such a way to attract woman’s attention… “ 

Sean’s blue tendons rolled on his forehead. 

He was still thinking about going to the hospital. He didn’t have time to talk to Gu Jinyan about these 

things here! 

“In the afternoon, the old man called and asked me to take Amber and her daughter back to the old 

house!” 

Sean’s gloomy face was more darkened: “I was whipped by the old man because of the wife abuse 

scandal!” 

“If I don’t do it, what if I get another whips?” 

Gu Jinyan was speechless. After he knowing Sean for so many years, it was the first time that he knew 

Sean was so arrogant and stubborn! 

“I shouldn’t be whipped again for the people like Amber!” 

Sean licked the corner of his lips and his eyes became more firm. 

With that, he pushed Gu Jinyan and strode out of the door. 

After he left, Gu Jinyan reached out and touched his chin, smiling. 

It was really interesting. Today, Sean has explained for the second time because of Amber! 

Anyway, Gu Jinyan may not be able to sleep when he went back. He tidied up his suit and followed Sean 

out of Ye Se. 

Gu Jinyan was ready to go to the hospital to see the play! 

… 

In the hospital. 

Lu Yi hung up and took a look at Amber’s mobile phone. It was silent model. 



After a moment’s hesitation, Lu Yi turned over her mobile phone screen and put it on the desktop. 

When Amber came out of the bathroom with Cindy in her arms, Lu Yi was still sitting. 

It may be because Cindy was frightened by Sean at night. The temperature of Cindy went up for several 

times and she kept sweating. 

For fear that she might catch cold after blowing the air conditioner, Amber hung up the phone from 

Sean and took Cindy to the bathroom and gave her a bath. 

The clothes on Cindy were still the white gauze skirt before. 

Cindy’s personality like Sean’s, she particularly liked to be clean. After taking a bath, her eyes were red 

because she had no clothes to change. 

Amber comforted her and reached for her mobile phone. Lu Yi stopped Amber and said in a low voice, “I 

heard a little about the conversation between you and Sean just now. I’m helping you with the opening 

ceremony report of Yanchi mansion. You should have a rest first.” 

The director of marketing department and director of public relations department doing this kind of 

small property opening report together was a waste! 

Amber agreed and did not refuse. 

Amber was not comfortable. In addition, she took care of Sean last night and had a low fever! 

But Lu Yi was still there. It was hard for her to lie on the bed and sleep! 

“Why are you here at this time?” 

Lu Yi glanced at his watch and whispered, “there’s something wrong with the public relations 

department. It was a bit late when I finished. I heard that Cindy was ill. I’m worried so I come to see 

her.” 

Amber was deeply moved. 

She wanted Sean to spend time with Cindy. As a result, there were a lot of troubles. Instead, it was Lu Yi 

who showed up when she needed to. 

At the same time, Amber was a little embarrassed. She reached out and patted Cindy and said in a low 

voice, “Cindy, Father Lu has come to see you and you should greet him.” 

Cindy was ill, and her little face was pale. 

“Uncle Lu.” 

As soon as Cindy opened her mouth, both Lu Yi and Amber were stunned. After all, Cindy has always 

called Lu Yi Father Lu. She suddenly changed now and both of them were somewhat surprised. 

Lu Yi closed his eyes and moved his hand which was holding the mobile phone. 

“Cindy, what did you call me?” 



Cindy licked her dry lips. She glanced at Lu Yi and said in a low voice, “the teacher said that we can’t call 

dad at will. Uncle Lu, you…Are you angry? “ 

She blinked her big eyes. With the long eyelashes, she was more like a doll. 

Lu Yi pinched his fingers and smiled. 

There was no need to get angry with a three-year-old girl. 

“No.” 

Lu Yi’s eyes moved away from Cindy and fixed on Amber for a moment. 

When Amber woke up, her focus was on Cindy. She didn’t find that there was something wrong with her 

skirt. 

Her skirt was snagged by Sean’s watch strap, barely able to cover her body. Her long white legs were 

bare and dazzling. 

Lu Yi frowned, pointed to Amber’s skirt and said, “Amber, the skirt is broken.” 

Amber subconsciously looked down. 

As soon as Sean entered the ward, there was anger in his eyes. 

From his angle, Lu Yi’s hand seemed to touch the leg of Amber. 

Amber was standing next to the bed and Lu Yi was sitting on the stool. The distance was a little close, 

which can easily cause visual illusion. 

“What are you doing?” 

He sneered and walked steadily. His face was dark. 

When Amber heard the voice of Sean, she turned her head sideways and was somewhat surprised. 

“How did you come back?” 

Sean has always been proud. Just now she drove him out of the ward. She never thought that Sean 

would come back again. 

As soon as she said this, Sean’s face became dark. 

So, did he interrupt them? 

With anger in his heart, Sean glanced at Amber and sneered! 

Amber realized she said something wrong. She pressed her lips and kept silence. 

Sean licked the corner of his lips. 

What a coincidence! As long as he saw Amber with a man, they would not only hug and pester with each 

other, but also would be close to each other! 

Sean smiled sarcastically and took a meaningful look at Amber. 



Seeing Sean come, Lu Yi stood up from his stool and greeted him: “Sean, you are here.” 

Sean gave another sneer. Lu Yi said this as if he was the man in charge here. 

Sean was a little uncomfortable. 

“Why? My cousin can come but I can’t?” 

Chapter 150: Take Care! See You! 
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Lu Yi paused for a moment. Sean gave him a cold glance and said, “thank you, my cousin. You have to 

run to the hospital to take care of Mrs. Smith in the middle of the night.” 

As Sean said, he thought of Lu Yi’s gesture of reaching out to Amber. The anger in his heart could not be 

suppressed, and his tone became more and more worse! 

“Why? My cousin like Mrs. Smith?” 

“If you really like her, I’ll give you Mrs. Smith!” 

Lu Yi’s face changed. He subconsciously saw Amber. Her face turned pale when she heard the words of 

Sean. 

“Sean, what are you talking about? We are innocent! Besides, she’s a person, and not something you 

can give to others at will! “ 

Innocent? 

That was very funny! 

The single man and woman stayed in a room in the middle of the night. Now, he told him they were 

innocent? 

He saw Lu Yi’s hand clearly just now. 

He sneered. Just Sean about to say, Amber said in a cold voice: “Mr. Smith, please pay attention to your 

words! Don’t say any more words that are against your cultivation and are groundless! “ 

As soon as Amber’s words were finished, the sneer on Sean’s face disappeared. 

Amber dared to ask him for a proof. If he had, she thought she can still be called Mrs. Smith? 

Sean’s face was bad. Amber was really his wife. She dared to openly defend other man in front of him! 

Sean clenched and his knuckles made sounds. 

Standing at the door, Gu Jinyan raised up her eyebrows. Sean must be jealous. Sean looked liked that he 

wanted to kill Lu Yi! 

He was more nice than wise! 



Sean kicked the garbage can at his feet, and his face was bad: “director Qin, do you think I am willing to 

care about you? If it wasn’t for the reputation of Smith family, I would be tired of looking at you! “ 

“Sean, you’ve gone too far! If my uncle knows, I’m afraid he won’t let you off easily! ” Lu Yi’s face sank. 

Sean sneered. 

Look! Both Amber and Lu Yi can use the old Mr. Smith to threaten him! 

They were really birds of a feather. It didn’t seem that they didn’t have any special relationship! 

Sean felt bored and sat down on the sofa. He glanced at Lu Yi and looked at Amber. 

Taking a cigarette out of the cigarette case and a lighter, Sean saw Cindy lying on the bed, unable to 

sleep soundly. 

He stopped lighting his cigarette. Sean held the lighter and looked at Amber and said, “pack up your 

things and go back to old house with me!” 

Amber didn’t know the purpose of Sean’s coming here. As soon as he said, she remembered that when 

she got off work in the afternoon, they had agreed that they would go back to the old house together 

with Cindy. 

Amber suddenly remembered more than 20 unanswered calls. 

Just now Cindy had a fever. She didn’t have time to see. Maybe they were from the old house! 

Amber subconsciously turned around and looked at Cindy, who had just fallen asleep and was tucked in 

a thin blanket and frowned. 

“Cindy has not recovered yet. If we left, it has affected her recovery.” 

Amber subconsciously refused. 

Sean frowned. 

Amber raised her hand and looked at the time,”besides, it’s so late that parents must have already gone 

to bed. Going back will disturb their rest!” 

Hearing Cindy’s condition, Sean was a little guilty. After all, if he hadn’t given Cindy ice cream, they 

would have been in the old house. 

He licked the corner of his lips and turned. He looked at Gu Jinyan’s teasing peach blossom eyes. 

Sean reacted suddenly! 

Incorrect! 

Amber’s words were right. But she refusing to go back to the old house was to want to stay with his 

good cousin?! 

She knew that it was late, but she still let Lu Yi stay in the ward?! 

The bright light of the hospital could not disperse the gloom on Sean’s face. 



“It’s late. It is inconvenient for director Lu to stay!” 

Sean gave Lu Yi a sinister look. 

Sean was good-looking. He made such an expression which can even show his elegance. He was not like 

picking on Lu Yi. 

Lu Yi can’t get angry even if he thought that Sean had a bad tone. After all, Sean was right! 

If Lu Yi continued to stay in the ward, not to mention Sean, everyone would think it was strange! 

Lu Yi pressed his lips. He was stunned and stopped sitting on the stool. Then he walked to Amber, 

“Amber, about the opening report of Yanchi mansion, I have done…” 

He took his mobile phone and walked to Amber. Before he gave it to Amber, Sean took the mobile 

phone with one hand. 

Lu Yi’s eyes fell on Sean. Sean sneered and put the mobile phone into Lu Yi’s suit pocket and patted it 

“You don’t have to worry about such a small property. Mrs. Smith will tell me his thoughts later! After 

all, the night is long! “ 

They stand closely, and Sean can feel Lu Yi’s stiff body! 

The smile on his face became more and more brighter. He even pointed to the door of the ward “take 

care! See you!” 

Lu Yi nodded, glanced at Amber and said, “it’s late. I am leaving now!” 

Amber said, “drive carefully on the road.” 

When Amber and Lu Yi got along, they had some obvious familiarity. 

Sean was upset. Amber drove away his Man Man and occupied Mrs. Smith’s position. She even was in 

two minds! 

She was capable! 

He admired her! 

As Lu Yi passed by, Sean gave him a meaningful look, 

“Cousin, I don’t care your relationship. But if one day, the newspaper reported that cousin and your 

sister-in-law’s affairs, which hurt our Smith family’s fame, my temper would not be so good!” 

Sean was outspoken. Lu Yi can’t pretend to be stupid. He clenched several times under his sleeves and 

he tried to be calm. Lu Yi smiled at Sean and left the ward directly. 

Gu Jinyan, standing at the door of the ward, was amazed at the play! 

Sean was really good! 

When Sean went into the ward to be against Lu Yi, he was almost scolded by Amber and that third 

party! 



Lu Jinyan didn’t expect such a big reversal! 

Sean not only saved his face, but also drove Lu Yi away, who was an eyesore! 

It was right that people shouldn’t judge a man by his past. 

Gu Jinyan licked his lips and went into the ward. Looking at Amber, he said, “sister-in-law, I heard from 

Sean that my little niece is ill. I came in a hurry. Don’t mind that I didn’t bring any gift for my niece!” 

“How’s the little niece?” 

He had a smile on his face. He was tall and pretty especially a pair of peach blossom eyes, shining and 

eye-catching. 

 


